4 Face Scoreboard Hanging Info.
Scoreboard:

*EYE-BOLT Perimeter

*YOU MUST prepare your

gymnasium for the scoreboard to
be hung and supported before
installment.

*Weight

*PLEASE NOTE that the
scoreboard will be centered
at center court.

*Signage:
*Top
*Bottom
*Added Height
*Total Height

*REMEMBER you should have at least 25ft from
the bottom of the scoreboard to the court below.
This is to comply with UIL regulations.

Ideal alignment of scoreboard mounts and ceiling joists shown
below. Which would allow for chains to be at 90 degrees from
eye-bolt to ceiling joist.

Joist

If your ceiling joist are not in ideal alignment, then you will have
to create something on your ceiling that a scoreboard can be
suspended from with it’s weight also in mind.

Joist

*Modification for correct
suspension of a scoreboard.

This is an example of ideal alignment and no modification
needed to the ceilings joist.

Alignment is off and the ceiling needs to be modified so that
the scoreboard can be centered over center court.

Ideal alignment of scoreboard mounts and ceiling joists shown
below. Which would allow for chains to be at 90 degrees from
eye-bolt to ceiling joist.
Joist

If your ceiling joist are not in ideal alignment, then you will have
to create something on your ceiling that a scoreboard can be
suspended from with it’s weight also in mind.
Joist

*Modification for correct
suspension of a scoreboard.

This is an example of ideal alignment and no modification
needed to the ceilings joist.

Alignment is off and the ceiling needs to be modified so that
the scoreboard can be centered over center court.

Example of ideal suspension of the ceiling joists and a scoreboard
with 90 degree alignment from eye-bolt to ceiling joist.

*IF NOT IDEAL then you will have to
create a solution for your ceiling to
suspend the scoreboard correctly. It
must be done BEFORE Spectrum can
install your scoreboard.
Chain

Eye-Bolt
Joist

*REMINDER: the scoreboard
will be centered at center court.

